
مؤسسه علوى

  1زبان انگلیسی 
Part A:Grammar and Vocabulary 

1- He had no raincoat to ..................... himself from the rain. 
1) hold 2) express 3) support 4) protect 

2- The atomic bomb ..................... the entire city of Hiroshima in World War II. 
1) destroyed 2) injured 3) hurt 4) twisted 

3- You are getting fat. You should pay more ..................... to what you eat. 
1) practice 2) phrase 3) attention 4) information 

4- He couldn’t pass the exam bacause he spent all his time at parties ..................... of studying. 
1) instead 2) because 3) free 4) tired 

5- There are many things to do and see in this town for those who truly love the beauty of ..................... 
1) plain 2) nature 3) jungle 4) earth 

6- After robbing the bank, the two thieves ..................... the money between themselves. 
1) donated 2) divided 3) connected 4) received 

7- The number of traffic accidents seems to be on the ..................... . 
1) voluntary 2) creation 3) increase 4) variation 

Part B: Cloze Test 
Many animals living on Earth today are ...(53)…, which means they are at risk of ...(54)... on Earth. These 
animals include tigers, rhinoceroses, orangutans, turtles and many more. Their numbers have already been 
greatly reduced and only a few of them are …(55)… in the wild. The biggest danger to animals comes from 
…(56)… . People are destroying animals’ natural home, such as rainforests. 

8- 1) important 2) wonderful 3) endangered 4) injured 
9- 1) cutting down 2) taking out 3) putting out 4) dying out 

10- 1) dead 2) alive 3) wild 4) famous 
11- 1) humans 2) heavens 3) leopards 4) villagers 
Part C: Reading Comprehension 

There are five billion people in the world and they live in all different corners of it. They live on the snow and ice 
and also in the tropical jungles. They have climbed the highest mountains, walked on the seabed, and even visited 
the moon. 
Man is more than other animals in number and also the most powerful of all of them on earth. However, in many 
ways, animals can do things better than we can. Some of them can smell, hear, and see better than us. Birds can 
fly thousands of miles away and return to the same place every year. However, there is one thing above all that 
makes people and animals different. People love to talk-talk-talk. We are great talkers. We can send messages in 
so many ways. Most important of all, we can write, so we can send messages through time. We have an 
understanding of past and future, not just present. 

12- Human beings and animals are mainly different because humans can ..................... . 
1) do everything better than animals 2) live in very cold and very hot places 
3) fly to very high and far places 4) send messages in different ways 

13- The word “them” in line 4 refers to ..................... . 
1) many ways 2) humans and animals 3) corners of the earth 4) animals in the world 

14- Some animals are better than humans in ..................... . 
1) finding good ways for talking 2) living on the earth 
3) using their nose, ears and eyes 4) flying to distant places 

15- Man can send messages through time because he can ..................... . 
1) be a great talker 2) write his ideas 3) understand everything 4) speak about different things 


